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Introduction

Images are often taken under sub-optimal lighting conditions. [1]

Adapt object detection model from normal light (or day time) domain to low light (or nigh time) 
domain.

[2]

[1]



1. Images captured under insufficient illumination worsen the performance of machine vision 
tasks which may cause potential risks in surveillance video analysis and night time 
autonomous driving. [2]
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1. Images captured under insufficient illumination worsen the performance of machine vision 
tasks which may cause potential risks in surveillance video analysis and night time 
autonomous driving. [2]

2. Most of the baseline I2I translation models were focused on migrating styles or attributes onto 
the entire images which result in unrealistic translation when images are content rich while 
state-of-the-art instance level I2I translation model such as DUNIT integrated detection subnet 
in the architecture make it not end-to-end trainable.
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In this work, we propose a novel method namely 𝑪𝒚𝑬𝑫𝑨 to perform global level domain adaptation 
that can preserve image contents without any pre-trained networks integration or annotation labels.

Specifically, we introduce 

1. blending masks and 

2. cycle-object edge consistency loss 

which exploit the preservation of image objects

Contributions



Structure

Our work has a similar structure with CycleGAN [6] to leverage its structure strength which does not 
require paired dataset for training. 

Methodology
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GAN Backbone (UNet)

We choose UNet [7] as our model GAN backbone and make modifications on it to enforce image 
content preservation.

Original UNet: Learn to construct whole image in target domain based on information available in 
hidden embedding

Methodology

7. Olaf Ronneberger, Philipp Fischer, and Thomas Brox, “U-net: Convolutional networks for biomedical image segmentation,” in MICCAI, 2015, pp. 234–241.
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skip connections



GAN Backbone (UNet)

We choose UNet [7] as our model GAN backbone and make modifications on it to enforce image 
content preservation.

Original UNet: Learn to construct whole image in target domain based on information available in 
hidden embedding 

Mask UNet : Learn to make color changes to every pixel of original image 

Methodology
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Mask UNet

We modify the last layer of UNet [7] into two separate blocks:

i. a convolution layer that yields 3𝑁 channels of output followed by 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ activation layer 
(predicted color changes, 𝐶)

ii. a convolution layer that yields 𝑁 channels of output followed by 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑 activation layer 
(predicted degree of color changes / mask, 𝑀)

Translated image is computed by summing the weighted mask of color changes and the inverted 
weighted mask of the original image and normalized by number of mask 𝑁

Methodology
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Cycle-Object Edge Consistency Loss

CycleGAN learns to hide information in the network to satisfy L1 cycle consistency requirement. [8]

We argue that the cycle consistency loss should only enforce the preservation of objects in the 
images instead of every pixel details.

We enforce L1 consistency between edge of real and reconstructed images instead of the image 
itself.

Methodology

8. Casey Chu, Andrey Zhmoginov, and Mark Sandler, “Cyclegan, a master of steganography,” arXiv preprint arXiv:1712.02950, 2017.



Cycle-Object Edge Consistency Loss
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BDD100k [9] and GTA [10]

Benchmark Dataset

GTA: Playing for benchmark
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First row: GTA dataset. Second row: BDD100k

Experiment Results

FID score comparison of our approach with SOTAs on GTA (val-night and val-day day-to-night) and BDD100k
(det-val-night and det-val-day day-to-night) datasets.



BDD100k day-to-night Results



Compared to results presented in DUNIT [5] paper (using same experiment setting) as DUNIT open 
sourced code is incomplete

More Comparison

CycleGAN UNIT MUNIT

DRIT DUNIT This work (CyEDA)
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Does the generated night time images helpful in training object detection model?

Experiments

1. Train with BDD100k-det-train-night (~2k)

2. Train with BDD100k-det-train-night (~2k) + BDD100k-det-val-day day-to-night (1k) 

Validate on BDD100k-det-val-night

Model: pretrained Yolov5s (on COCO)

Domain Adaptation

Training Dataset mAP AP (car)

BDD100k-det-train-night 0.444 0.627

BDD100k-det-train-night  + BDD100k-det-val-day day-to-night 0.465 0.644



Ablation Study

Experiment Setting FID score

No mask + L1 0.551

No mask + Edge 0.579

Mask + L1 0.389

Mask + Edge (CyEDA) 0.297

Mask UNet contributes on maintaining colour contrast of translated image as can be seen in Fig.(c) 
and edge loss removes unnecessary details as shown in Fig.(d).

Original No mask + L1 No mask + Edge

Mask + L1 Mask + Edge (CyEDA)



This paper introduced an approach to retain instance-level detail when translating 
images to a target domain by 

1. generating masks from UNet and performing color fine-tuning on original 
images according to the masks

2. using cycle-object edge consistency loss to remove unnecessary details and 
provide extra capacity for model to perform more realistic image-translation

Conclusion


